
Overnight we saw the release of Japan's 'Final GDP q/q' reading, this
Final figure is the second of two results for the region's Q2 GDP,
comes about a month after the 'Preliminary' figure, and therefore has
less of an impact on markets. The figure came in at a q/q result of
0.5%, stronger than the preliminary 0.3%, while on a y/y basis Japan's
GDP saw 1.9% growth vs the prelim 1.3%. We must remember that
this follows the region's -4% y/y reading for Q1, leaving the world's
third largest economy in a fragile state still as it struggles with a slow
vaccination campaign.
Private consumption, which makes up over half of Japan's Gross
Domestic Product, was 0.9% higher over the three-month period vs
Q1, and up from the prelim estimate for 0.8%. The capital expenditure
part of the nation's GDP increased by 2.3% q/q, up on the prelim 1.7%
and estimates for 2.0%.
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Equities: Stock markets are down about 1.3% in Europe on Wednesday, following a mixed
session for Asia overnight. These declines follow a slightly more volatile day on Wall Street
yesterday as concerns grow around slowing growth in the US as Covid cases remain
stubbornly high. The VIX volatility index rallies this morning to its highest prices in over two
weeks to $19.40 on the back of this slight risk-off sentiment.
Currencies: The US Dollar is advancing again today after a session in the green on Tuesday,
bringing the Euro down to $1.1825 and GBP to $1.376 at the time of writing. The world's
reserve currency benefited from higher Treasury yields on Tuesday and a weaker Euro ahead
of the ECB meeting tomorrow. The recent slight risk-off tone for equity markets has also
helped support the Dollar over the past 24 hours.
Safe-havens: Gold is flat this morning at $1,800 after losing 1.5% of its value yesterday, the
metal moving lower in line with US government bonds on the session. The benchmark US
10yr reached a yield of 1.38% briefly last night for the first time in almost two months as the
underlying bond breached a key support level. Yields in Europe are fairly steady this morning,
Germany's 10yr Bund having seen higher yields in recent weeks on the back of stronger
Eurozone data, namely the 3.0% y/y inflation print.
Looking ahead: At 3pm this afternoon the Bank of Canada will release its latest rate
statement and monetary policy decision, then at 4pm BOE members will attend their
quarterly 'Monetary Policy Report Hearing'. The ECB release is due tomorrow at 12.45pm,
with Christine Lagarde's press conference 45 minutes later.
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Apple & Ford

Ryanair

News has emerged that an executive with major responsibility for
Apple's highly-secretive car project has departed the company in
order to join Ford, in what is likely a significant blow for Apple's
automotive ambitions going forward.
Doug Field had joined the iPhone-maker three years ago after leaving
his post at Tesla as their vice-president for special projects, and will
now assume the role of 'chief advanced technology and embedded
systems officer' at Ford. He will look to lead Ford's development of its
cloud-based platform for a next generation of connected vehicles,
according to the Financial Times.
Field reportedly declined to comment on whether his departure would
mean the end of Apple's car-making hopes, the US tech firm has been
working on this project since 2014.

This week Ryanair have stated that they have ended talks with Boeing
over a new order of 737 MAX 10 jets worth tens of billions of Dollars,
after the airline came to the conclusion that prices were currently too
high.
"We're not wasting any time on those MAX 10 discussions nor will we
for a period of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 years until we get to the next crisis" said
Michael O'Leary, "The talks can always be restarted, but only when
Boeing realise they need to price competitively" he added.
We note that Ryanair are actually already Europe's largest MAX
customer, with 210 MAX 8-200 planes on order at present. All MAX
airplanes had been grounded for 20 months until November 2020
after two fatal crashes.
"There is always a prospect that Airbus become a significant supplier.
But there is a chance that China's COMAC could become a significant
supplier to Ryanair in the medium term" O'Leary stated.


